SMART CHOICE – SMART USE SCHOLARSHIP
2017

Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles

Published


Accepted


Mammen, S., Sano, Y., Braun, B., & Maring, E. Shaping core health messages: Rural, low-income mothers speak through participatory action research. *Journal of Health Communications*.

Peer-Reviewed Extension Publications

Non-Peer Reviewed and Invited Publications

Curricula/Programs

CANVAS Course, Understanding and Estimating Health Care Costs, for teaching certified educators

Proposals Submitted

Peer-Reviewed Presentations


Invited Reviewed Presentations

Referred Conference Proceedings

Teaching (Certified Educators, Other Educators and Consumers)

Certified Educators

Smart Choice Basics – Webinar training August 21, 2017

Professional Development of Community Partners

Consumer Workshops

Smart Choice Basics, Lavale Library, Lavale, MD – November 2, 2017

Webinar Programs

Smart Choice Basics – November 1, 2017 and October 26, 2017

Smart Use Understanding and Estimating Health Care Costs – September 7, 2017

Smart Use Health Insurance – April 19, 2017 and April 25, 2017

Smart Use Essential Health Benefits – June 13, 2017

Awards


The University of Maryland Extension chose the HILI to receive the UME Signature Program designation for the Smart Choice-Smart Use Health Insurance™ program.

Applied Research

Ali Hurtado and Jesse Ketterman were awarded $5,000 from University of Maryland Extension Family and Consumer Sciences to conduct, millennial focus groups. The findings will be used as the basis for additional research, if needed, and to make health insurance literacy education program decisions.

Virginia Brown, PI, Maria Pippidis, Bonnie Braun and Shoshanah Inwood (Ohio State University) were awarded $20,000 by the Northeast Region Rural Development Center to plan, conduct and measure outcomes of state summits. The summits are to replicate one held in Vermont in 2016. The project title is: Developing a Coordinated Community Risk Management Approach to Health and Health Insurance among Farm Enterprises.